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You Run The Show,
Not Your Customers
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YOU RUN THE SHOW,
NOT YOUR CUSTOMERS
always remember... you teach people how to
treat you. set and enforce clear boundaries asap
create and enforce rules, terms & conditions and return policies
create and honor agreements and contracts
communicate hours of operation
communicate hours accessible and honor them
it's okay to not respond to customers outside dedicated business hours
don't be afraid to increase prices and be sure to put customers on notice
when you do
not all money is worth it; be okay with declining working with a customer
keep your communication style consistent with all customers
unless you're creating a new product, it's okay to shut down random
requests from your cutomers, especially if it's not part of your regular
offerings
use automated email responder to acknowledge customers
do not argue with customers on phone/email; ask how you can make it right
do not argue with customers on social media; delete angry comment and
address in DM or respond to comment very tactfully
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YOU RUN THE SHOW,
NOT YOUR CUSTOMERS
words carry power; use them very wisely!
96% of unhappy customers won’t complain to
you, but will tell 15 friends
don't say this

instead, say this

hey/what's up

good morning/afternoon/evening...

sorry for the delay

thanks for your patience

you're not listening

how can I clarify this for you?

I already told you this in prior emails

I'd love to clear up any misunderstandings

I'm not refunding anything; I already did work

Let me assess the situation; I'll repond...

hell no, who do you think I am?

at this time, I have to pass on this

my prices are my prices, go tell that to

I took great care in setting our prices and

Louis Vuitton next time you're there

when customers say this

believe they align with our goals

respond to customers like this

I keep emailing and you're ignoring me

our hours of operation are this...

can you just add one more thing?

outside scope of contract; hourly rates are...

I regret ever doing business with you

Sorry it didn't work out

I deserve a discount

Appreciate your business, but...

I'll pay next week (payment already late)

Until payment is made service has to stop
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